
 AIKIDO FORT COLLINS 

 

BY LANDER SOLON 

The architecture of Aikido Fort Collins reflects 

the values and lessons of martial arts and    

Japanese culture. Aikido means “the path of 

unified energy;” the site of the building strives 

to unify its own energies as an architecture of 

integrity and awareness. 

 

 

 

Form follows function as the separate but     

balanced dojo and dining hall, separate but  

balanced severity and gaiety, define the rhythm 

of the building. 

 

 

 

 

 

Aikido Fort Collins challenges western         

conceptions of static space using light panel-

walls that can open and close to continually   

redefine the experiential quality of the building 

and its relationship to the site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strict and honest expression of structure as 

meaning gives the building a muscular quality, 

martial with angles in the dojo, yet soft with   

entasis in the dining hall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large thermal masses and simple materials 

give homely coziness to the dining hall. 
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PASSIVE ENERGY STRATEGIES: 

SOLAR GAINS: long eaves exclude summer sunlight while accepting winter sunlight. 

THERMAL MASS: thick stone walls and concrete floors act as a heat battery for the solar energy. 

INSULATION: the north wall holds no windows, and rigid thick rigid insulation encloses roof, walls, and floors. 

IN-FLOOR RADIANT HEAT: reduces need for high air temperatures to mitigate heating of vaulted rooms. 

NATURAL VENTILATION: many walls can be opened in the summertime to allow air movement without extra 

 solar gains (see above). 

DAYLIGHTING: clerestory windows distribute natural light throughout interior spaces. 

 

Structural systems are celebrated and   

expressed in a way that is readable to    

occupants: the heavy foundation supports 

posts from which walls, folding panel 

doors, and rooves are hung. 

The floorplan assists in 

transporting visitors to 

another culture with its 

response to nonwestern 

values and emphasis on 

spatial interconnectivity. 
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